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The Nuts and Bolts of Periodic Tables  
Or screwing around with elements 
 

Introduction:  
By organizing fasteners by their 
properties, students are introduced to the basis of the periodic 
tables of elements. 
 
Materials: 
An assortment of Nuts and bolts (or other kinds of fasteners see optional materials) 
  At least 20 different kinds of fasteners 
  You will need at least one of each kind of fastener per  
Teacher Assembly:  
 Organize an assortment of fasteners into packets. Each packet should contain at least one 
of each kind of fastener, then remove one fastener from each packet. Number the packets and 
keep track of the packet and the item removed. 
 
To do and notice: 
Working in pairs, have students organize their packets of fasteners as though they are managers 
of a hardware store.  Fasteners can be organized into a table. This can be done right on their desk. 
Students need to agree on the reasons for their organizational scheme. 
 Things and properties to think about when sorting and organizing fasteners: 

Color, shape, slot type (Philips, Allen wrench, flat slot…), length, 
thread type (machine or wood threads), points. Nuts vs. bolts, hex or 
square…. 
 
After the tables have been created, ask them if there are any "holes" or 

missing slots in their table.  If there are, what would the missing fastener look like?  Hand the 
students the fastener that was removed from their packet. Ask them where they would put it.   
 
What's going on: 
 Hardware stores need to organize their fasteners so that customers can easily find and 
purchase them.   
In the case of fasteners, they can be organize by their physical properties and by how they interact 
with one another, like how a specific bolt interacts with a specific nut.  
 
Elements can be arranged the same way.   
In the late 1860's DMITRI MENDELEEV organized all of the 63 known elements into a 
table.  In this periodic table he arrange elements based on atomic, physical and chemical 
properties. There were some gaps in his table and he correctly predicted the existence of 
these missing elements. 
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Optional assessment: 
You may want your students to draw and write about their table.  They should include the reasons 
for selecting the patterns and the organizational scheme they did as well as how they decided 
where their missing fastener should go. 
 
Optional material: 
Other kinds of materials to use:  
Buttons (i.e. shirt and coat) 
Containers (i.e. Cans, bottles, and jars) 
Candy (m and m's, skittles, etc.) 
 
Image Reference: http://www.boltdepot.com,     http://www.aerobutton.com, http://pearl1.lanl.gov/periodic/default.htm 


